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Abstract. Urban mobility through quality public transportation is one of the major challenges for the consolidation of smart cities. Researchers developed different approaches for improving bus system reliability and information quality, including travel time prediction algorithms, network state evaluations, and bus bunching prevention strategies. The information provided by these approaches are complementary and could be aggregated for better predictions. In this work, we propose the architecture and present a prototype implementation of a framework that enables the integration of several approaches, which we call models, into scalable and efficient composite models. For instance, travel time prediction models can use estimators of bus position, network state, and bus headways to deliver more accurate and reliable predictions. We evaluate the scalability of the framework, the CPU usage of the framework components, and the predictions of the travel time models. We show that real-time predictions using this framework can be feasible in large metropolitan areas, such as São Paulo city.

1. Introduction

Providing efficient urban mobility is one of the major challenges facing large metropolitan centers today. An efficient way to reduce congestion is with the provision of quality public transport systems. Rail transport systems using trains and subways are very efficient, cover long distances, can connect cities close to capitals, are fast and generally suffer few delays and loss of time. However, the investments required for the creation or expansion of a railway line are high, with long maturation and grace periods (until the first line operation occurs). Thus, although rail transport is very efficient, its cost of implementation and extension is very high, so that most of the demand for travel in public transport is served by urban bus systems, which are more straightforward to implement and with lower cost.

Public transport systems using buses in Metropolis, such as São Paulo, are complex systems that continuously interact with the dynamics of the city [Cascetta 2009]. Buses are delayed due to congestion and overcrowding, as well as having their flow interrupted by traffic lights. Understanding the behavior of this system in different contexts, such as weekdays, hours of the day and holidays, is vital for better...
planning of these systems. Dealing with this complexity is difficult and may require sophisticated models that encompass different aspects of the bus system, such as bus network state [Zhang et al. 2016], bus position estimation [Adachi et al. 2015], travel time predictions [Mori et al. 2015, Choudhary et al. 2016] and bus headway evolution [Yu et al. 2017]. Existing studies evaluate these aspects separately, despite the clear interactions between them, such as the influence of headway evolution on travel time predictions. There are only a few efforts in this direction of combining aspects of bus system analysis [Mazloumi et al. 2011].

One way to improve this interaction is by providing a framework for bus data collection, analysis, and visualization, which contains a set of models, each contemplating a specific aspect of the bus system. Such a system contains some lower level models, such as the graph representing the bus network and the estimation of the network link states (congestion level), bus positions and bus headways. On top of these, higher level predictions models, such as for travel time, bus headway evolution, and network link state evolution, can be built. Moreover, the framework should allow the deployment of different types of models for each aspect, with different computational complexities, which can be selected based on available computational resources and processing time requirements.

In this work we propose the architecture and a prototype implementation of this framework, containing a network model of one hundred bus routes from São Paulo city, an estimator for bus positions, and three travel time prediction models, which use historical and real-time data on bus positions. We evaluate the scalability of the framework with three workstations, the CPU usage of the framework components, and the predictions of the travel time models. We show that real-time predictions using this framework can be feasible even for large metropolitan areas, such as São Paulo city.

2. Related Work

In the literature we find two distinct types of predictions for bus travel time: predictions of total travel time and predictions of time / arrival time at a specific point, where efforts are more concentrated in this second type of prediction. Proposals for the prediction of total bus travel time were developed using Kalman filter [Chen et al. 2004], non-parametric regression [Chang et al. 2010] and SVM [Yu et al. 2010]. One of the first methodologies for predicting bus arrival time was proposed by [Lin and Zeng 1999] using regression and real-time GPS data. After this study, several other studies developed methods and models for the prediction of arrival time, using neural networks [Chien et al. 2002, Jeong and Rilett 2004], Kalman filter [Chen et al. 2004, Shalaby and Farhan 2004], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [Bin et al. 2006, Yu et al. 2008], crowdsourcing [Zhou et al. 2012] and Finite State Machine [Zuo and Wang 2013, Fu et al. 2014].

Some works propose combining different methods to achieve better predictions. [Mazloumi et al. 2011] proposed a framework using data from different sources to predict mean travel time and its variability with two neural networks, using these values to compose a Gaussian distribution. [Zhenliang et al. 2011] combined SVM and H-Filter to combine historical and real-time data to predict bus arrival time. [Kumar et al. 2017a] used the k-NN classification algorithm to identify typical patterns in historical data. The results of this algorithm were used in a Kalman filter to predict travel times. Similarly,
Kumar et al. 2017b] used k-NN and Kalman filter for travel time predictions, but now applying an exponential smoothing factor to the model used in the Kalman filter. The smoothing factor parameters were dynamically estimated and updated using recent measures. Still extending the latter work, [Kumar et al. 2017c] developed a model using equations of velocity conservation in terms of the flow theory, applying a spatiotemporal discretization to these equations. The discretized model is applied in the Kalman filter to predict the speed in a connection.

All of the above works use a single bus line to carry out predictions. [Yu et al. 2011] proposed a model considering eight lines that go through a common link to make the prediction using SVM and data only in real time. [Yin et al. 2017] used historical travel time information from two bus lines on a common link to predict arrival time at a bus stop. [Gal et al. 2017] investigated the combination of methods of the Theory of Queues and Decision Trees for the prediction of travel times considering historical data and real-time for four lines simultaneously. They also considered dividing the bus route into links according to the bus stops.

These works all focus on travel time predictions and use ad-hoc integration of different types of models. Recently, [Zhang et al. 2016] proposed a complex citywide network of 261 bus lines but focusing their work on analyzing the static topological properties of the city bus network, and without travel time prediction method.

In our approach, we do not focus on a specific model for bus network modeling or travel time prediction. Instead, we propose a general framework for the integration of models, which allows easy development of new models that can be built over existing ones and that can scale over multiple machines.

3. Framework architecture

We propose a general framework for scalable and distributed processing of large amounts of historical and real-time data from thousands of bus lines. This framework would be useful for different applications, such as predicting bus travel times, evaluation of the flow along the bus routes, and preventing the occurrence of bus bunching.

3.1. Models

The core framework concept are Models (Figure 1), which can represent: (i) different views of the bus system state, pre-processed by some data analysis algorithm, such as estimated bus position, estimated links states, estimated bus headways; or (ii) predictions of future developments, such as travel time predictions in each link, evolution of link states, and likelihood of bus bunching occurrences.

There can be interdependence between models, such as the bus bunching prevention algorithm, which requires a model of the evolution of bus headways and estimation of bus positions and distances. In these cases, the model that requires the result from other models can use the results of the last execution of these models, or request a new execution of these models and wait for the results.

Models maintain information that can be used by other models and keeps this data in shared databases. After finishing its estimation or prediction algorithm, the model updates its state and writes the new state in shared databases, from which other models
These shared databases improve processing scalability since it decouples the executions of different models.

Figure 1. Set of models with direct data dependencies depicted with arrows. Historical Data and Network Graph models are used by several models and are showed separately. The models in blue are part of a possible sequence of model executions, triggered by an update in the AVL Data model.

3.2. Model Execution

The execution of each model is independent of other models, as each can have different execution schedules. This independence permits the execution of models of different complexities. For instance, there can be bus travel time prediction using simple heuristics, such as the mean travel time of the last three buses in the line, to more computationally demanding ones, such as executing deep neural networks models for predicting the evolution of link states in the following two hours.

The framework updates these models periodically, respecting some updating schedule, which can be periodical, for example, every 10 minutes, or started by some event, such as the retrieval of updated bus position information.

Large cities such as São Paulo may have tens of thousands of buses and to generate real-time predictions and estimations requires large computational power. The organization of the framework as independent tasks that updates models allows the processing to occur in distributed machines, which can also access distributed databases. The types of models that can be executed in real-time will depend on the hardware available, but the framework permits a natural expansion of processing capabilities by adding new computational resources, located in a private cluster or the cloud.
3.3. Bus System as a Graph

The Network Graph model maintains the representation of the bus system as a graph, with vertices representing points of interest, such as bus stops, and edges (links) representing the path between these points of interest. It keeps a list of links and their properties, such as length, position, and list of bus lines that use it.

Most models use this graph representation. For instance, the Bus Position model maps position estimations into graph links. Other models establish link properties, such as the mean historical travel time, the travel time of the last k-buses, the current link state, among others.

3.4. Types of Models

There are two main types of models: estimation and prediction models. Estimation models deal with the evaluation of the bus system current state and include models on bus positions, bus headways, and link states. Estimation models usually are fast to evaluate and, if required, can be computed whenever the bus positions are updated.

Predictions models deal with the prediction of future states of the model, such as bus travel times, bus bunching predictions and link state evolution. The framework can schedule the update of some simpler prediction models, such as the prediction of travel times from the current link state or from mean travel times, whenever bus positions are updated. However, for other models, such as predictions on the evolution of the link states or more complex bus travel time predictions, using neural networks or Hidden Markov Models, the framework may schedule their updates less frequently.

Additional models can also be added, such as trip planning models, which could generate trip proposals based on bus routes and schedules and travel time predictions, and data analysis models, which can gather bus bunching information and generates useful statistics of these events.

3.5. Composite Model Dependency Graph

Composite models can be constructed from simple models using shared databases. The framework updates the models when updated position data arrives. It then follows a dependency graph of model updates, respecting the dependencies in processing. It first updates the bus position estimation, then the models that depend on it, such as the link states and the bus headways. It then updates other models, such as bus travel time estimates that depend on this information.

The dependency graph can be long and contain branches, but not all models must update their state on every bus position update. For instance, complex models can generate new predictions about the evolution of links states in the next hours or about the city-wide evolution of bus headways. The framework can schedule these models for updating with a minimum interval of 10 minutes or more. If these models appear in a dependency graph but have updated their state more recently than the minimum update interval, the downstream models in the dependency graph use the data from the last update of these models. This design provides more flexibility for constructing dependency graph with models of different complexities and different update frequencies.
3.6. Input and Output Data

Real-time data can be obtained directly from APIs available at transit authorities and fed into the framework models. These data can generate updates in the bus position estimation model, which in turn can generate new updates to the states of the links, which causes new travel time estimates for buses.

Historical data usually is available as data files or in databases formats and contain several inconsistencies, missing fields, and other errors. At this moment, we are not dealing with the initial treatment of this data, but instead, consider that they have been already cleaned.

The framework can be accessed by external clients, which can request, for instance, predictions of travel times for bus lines, or the state of all the links from the city for visualization purposes. However, the purpose of the proposed framework is not to deal with individual requests from millions of users. In this case, we consider that an external system would perform this task, by periodically requesting the full model data to the framework and treating the individual requests locally.

4. Implementation

4.1. Distributed Execution using Dask

For the framework implementation we used Python with Dask.distributed, a lightweight library for distributed computing. This library consists of a centralized scheduler and distributed workers which can communicate with each other. Dask provides scalability by permitting the inclusion of more workers as demanded by the framework and supports complex workflows dependency graphs beyond those of map/filter/reduce.

The scheduler sends each task to a different worker which can be running on one or more machines (Figure 2a). Dask manages data transfer from the coordinator process to each worker. Each model stores the data it generates in a local or remote database, and models that use this data can access it directly on the databases. The databases are the primary interaction point among models, and we are using MongoDB non-relational database in the current implementation. Writes to single documents are atomic in MongoDB, preventing race conditions.

We implemented dependency graphs using future objects, which hold a promise of a result from a task. Each task executes a complete model or parts of it (Figure 2b). Tasks that depend on the results from other tasks wait for all upstream tasks to complete and then start its computation. Notice that the framework can execute many dependency graphs concurrently, exploiting the available computational resources. Moreover, when constructing the dependency graph, multiple workers can be assigned to a single task, improving the parallelization of the execution. Finally, models that have a minimum interval between executions can, if necessary, skip their execution, and the downstream tasks then get the results from the last execution from the shared database.

4.2. Implemented Models

We already implemented some models in the framework, which we used as a prototype implementation to validate the framework architecture.
Bus Position: This model estimates the distance traveled by each bus in its predetermined route, interpolate this data and estimate the passing time at any arbitrary point of the bus route.

Graph Model: This model transform general transit feed specification (GTFS) files into a citywide graph containing all bus routes from a city. It defines the midpoints between bus stops of a bus route as vertices and the paths between consecutive vertices as links. The model first defines subgraphs for individual bus routes and then concatenates them into a citywide graph, identifying common links to multiple bus routes.

K-last Buses Model: This model determines the mean travel time of the last k buses that crossed a link in the city graph. The model retrieves data from the Bus Position model, querying for the positions of all buses in the last few hours. It then finds the last k travels on each link and calculates their mean travel times. Each call to this model evaluates a different link in the graph.

Mean Travel Time Model: This model evaluates the historical mean travel time of buses in all graph links. The model retrieves data from the Bus Position model, querying for the positions of all buses for a specific time range (e.g., from 9 am to 10 am), a specific weekday (e.g., Mondays), and a specific calendar range (e.g., from January 2017 to July of 2017). From this data, it estimates the time required for each bus to transverse the path.
between the vertices of a link and then evaluates the mean travel time on the link for all buses. Each call to this model evaluates a different link in the graph.

**Combined Model:** This model combines the results of the Mean Travel Time and K-last Buses models by calculating a weighted mean between these two values, giving weight 1 do the historical mean as weight 2 to the K-last mean. In the current implementation, it waits for the *futures* from the Mean Travel Time and K-last Buses models.

**Total Travel Time Model:** This model predicts the total travel time in a bus route by summing the individual link travel times from the complete route. Each call to this model evaluates a single bus line, and in the current implementation, it waits for the *futures* from the corresponding models used for link travel time estimation.

### 4.3. Extending the Framework

One can include new models by writing new Dask tasks that perform the required model computations and access data from other models through the shared databases. Developers can create dependency graphs for composite models by making downstream tasks wait for the results of previous tasks in the graph using Dask *futures*.

The current framework prototype does not yet contain a model to collect real-time AVL data, although we easily implement an AVL Data model task that accesses an online API, such as SPTrans Olho Vivo\(^1\). We could then construct a dependency graph, which would call the tasks that execute the Bus Position model, the link travel time models, and the Total Travel Time model.

We will also implement in the framework an API that permits external clients to perform queries to obtain model results, including travel time predictions and bus arrival times. The responses to the queries will be asynchronous to the model updates since they will only return the most up to date results.

### 5. Experimental Setup

We performed an experimental evaluation over the implemented prototype. We simulated a real-time travel time prediction scenario, using three travel time prediction algorithms, implemented in the K-last Buses Model, Mean Travel Time Model, and Combined Model, described in the Implementation section. We used \(k = 3\) buses in the K-last Buses Model.

In the experiments, we did not execute the online retrieval of AVL data and the Bus Position estimation model. The models obtained the interpolated bus position data directly from a shared MongoDB database. These steps of obtaining AVL data and updating the bus positions should not take longer than the travel time predictions steps.

We executed a simulated real-time prediction of the total travel time of each bus, considering a set of 110 routes. We consider a single business weekday, from 6:00 am. to 11:50 pm., and generated a new prediction every 10 minutes. We used three machines, each with 2 CPUs model *Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620v2@2.10GHz* with 6 (12) physical (virtual) cores per CPU and 128GB of RAM. One machine held the shared database

\(^1\)http://www.sptrans.com.br/desenvolvedores/
and the dask scheduler, with the workers distributed in up to the three machines (A, B, and C), depending on the evaluated scenarios.

**First experiment: Execution time.** We executed the framework with different setups to evaluate the processing time, CPU usage, and scalability of the framework. In all setups, we executed MongoDB and the scheduler in machine A. We considered scenarios with 6 to 72 workers, distributed as follows:

1. Machine A, with 6 workers;
2. Machine A, with 12 workers;
3. Machine A, with 24 workers;
4. Machines A and B with 48 workers, 24 on each;
5. Machines B and C with 48 workers, 24 on each;
6. Machines A, B, and C with 72 workers, 24 on each.

Note that in configuration 5 we used 3 machines since machine A was executing MongoDB and the scheduler.

We measured the execution time for the combined prediction of the bus travel from all lines. We evaluated predictions for a single time, an hour interval (6 predictions), and a complete day. The last two were used to evaluate the scalability better. We repeated the execution of each setup five times. During the execution, we also collected the total machine CPU usage and the MongoDB Server CPU usage.

**Second Experiment: total travel time prediction accuracy.** Besides the execution times, we also collected the predictions generated by the framework and compared with the actual bus travel times to measure the quality of the predictions. We collected the following predictions for 110 bus lines (to a total of 1977 links):

- **Mean Travel Time Model:** the model estimated the mean travel time (MTT) on each link using historical data from 7 months (January to July of 2017). For each link, the model gathered data from the corresponding weekday and full hour from MongoDB, and generated a mean predictor for every hour from 6:00 am. to 11:00 pm. for all graph links.
- **K-last Buses Model:** the model estimates the travel time on each link by obtaining the last \( k = 3 \) bus travels to cross each link in a 2-hour time frame. It then evaluated the k-last mean travel time (KTT) of all links. Different from the MTT, we generate a KTT prediction every 10 minutes from 6:00 am. to 11:50 pm.
- **Combined Model:** this model combines both MTT and KTT predictions using a weighted mean, with \( mtt\_weight = 1 \) and \( ktt\_weight = 2 \) to calculate the final prediction for every link.

We compared all bus travel time predictions to actual bus travel times from 110 bus lines in the August, 1st, chosen as the first weekday in August.

**6. Experimental Results**

**6.1. Execution Time and Scalability**

Our evaluations show that the processing time decreased as we increased the number of workers, except for 72 workers (Figure 3). When evaluating travel times at full hours (e.g.,
Figure 3. Execution time for predicting the travel times of 110 bus lines, using one machine (6, 12, and 24 workers), two machines (48 workers), and three machines (48 and 72 workers).

at 7 am), the framework executed both MTT and KTT models and required 40 seconds with using 24 workers (Figure 3a) or 30 seconds with 48 workers and three machines (48-3mac). When evaluating minutes 10 to 50, it executes only KTT and the processing time can be lower than 8 seconds for every 10 minutes (Figure 3b). We also evaluated the total time to calculate a whole hour (Figure 3c) and day (Figure 3d). We can see that it follows the same trend as the smaller computations.

The improvement in processing time is less evident when using more than 24 workers. To evaluate this phenomenon, we monitored the overall CPU usage on Machine A and Mongo CPU usage. The collected data shows that with up to 24 workers, running in the same machine, the CPU usage is slightly below 100% (Figure 4c), where 100% represent full usage of the 24 virtual cores in the machine, with MongoDB using about 75

The most interesting case is when machine A only executes MongoDB and the scheduler (Figure 4f), which was the configuration with the smallest total execution time. In this case, MongoDB used almost all CPU resources. When executing 72 workers (Figure 4d), MongoDB had to divide the CPU of machine A with workers and the total execution time increased.
Figure 4. CPU usage measurement for machine A in the six experiments setups: (a) 6 workers, (b) 12 workers, (c) 24 workers, (d) 72 workers, (e) 48 workers in 2 machines, and (f) 48 workers in 3 machines

6.2. Travel Time Prediction Accuracy
In the third experiment, we collected the predictions generated by our prediction algorithms and compared to real travel time data, to evaluate the accuracy of these models. Note that our focus in this paper is the architecture and prototype implementation of the distributed framework and the prediction algorithms used here are rather simple. We calculated three measures: Rooted Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error
The model KTT performed slightly worse than MTT and combined models (Table 1). This performance probably happened because KTT used a few data points to make each prediction (only the latest three travels before the target travel). Although it captures better the real-time state of each link, it is more sensitive to errors in GPS measurements and unexpected behaviors, for instance, from an unusual delay in one of the latest three buses. Combining both MTT and KTT models with a weighted mean improved RMSE the predictions by a minimal margin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>RMSE (min.)</th>
<th>MAE (min.)</th>
<th>MAPE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MTT</td>
<td>9.21</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>11.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTT</td>
<td>12.05</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMBINED</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>11.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Discussion

We presented a framework for the scalable execution of composite models of public bus systems, describing its general architecture and a prototype implementation using Dask and MongoDB. We showed that it could successfully process data from more than one hundred routes in São Paulo in near real time, using a single node with 12 physical cores.

The experimental results indicate that the database can be a significant bottleneck in data dependent models, such as determining the historical mean travel times on network links. However, on more CPU-bound models, such as neural networks or hidden Markov models, the database may not be a critical bottleneck.

There are several possible solutions for improving the scalability of the database. A simpler one is to replicate MongoDB in multiple machines, with multiples copies of data that is highly accessed. For static data this extension is simple, but dynamic data may require updates on multiple sites to guarantee consistency. However, since the results of model processing generate smaller amounts of data, this may not be an issue. Another approach is to use columnar databases for storing data for some models that depend on the data aggregation, such as the mean travel times model. We are evaluating these approaches for applying in the framework.
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